Abstract. Let be a real quadratic field, let be a prime number which is inert in and let be the completion of at . As part of a Ph.D. thesis, we constructed a certain -adic invariant ∈ × , and conjectured that is, in fact, a -unit in a suitable narrow ray class field of . In this paper we give numerical evidence in support of that conjecture. Our method of computation is similar to the one developed by Dasgupta and relies on partial modular symbols attached to Eisenstein series.
Introduction
Let be a real quadratic number field, let be a prime number which is inert in and let us denote by the completion of at . In [DD06] , Darmon and Dasgupta proposed a -adic construction of elements ∈ × and conjectured that is a global -unit lying in a suitable narrow ring class field of . In [Cha07a] , we proposed a -adic construction of elements ∈ × and, in a similar way, we conjectured that is, in fact, a global -unit lying in a suitable narrow ray class field of . Our -adic invariant can be viewed as a natural extension of the -adic invariant . In Section 5.2 of [Cha07b] , it is shown that the -adic invariant is compatible with the -adic invariant . We formulated a conjectural "Shimura reciprocity law"which describes the action of the Galois group = ( / ) on (see Conjecture 2.2). In [Cha07b] we showed that the truth of this conjecture implies the -adic Gross-Stark conjecture for real quadratic number fields (see Theorem 5.1 of [Cha07b] ). It is also expected that can be written in terms of the Gross-Stark -units which were predicted by Conjecture 3.13 of [Gro81] . In [Gro88] , Gross proposed a -adic formula for the image of in × /ˆ× whereˆ× is the closure of × in × . Recently, Dasgupta in [Das07b] has proposed an exact -adic formula for the image of inside × , which we denote by . His formula allows him, at least conjecturally, to construct -units in any CM abelian extension of a given totally real number field . In the case where = , it can be shown that the -adic invariant can be written in terms of the -adic invariants . This fact will be addressed elsewhere.
HUGO CHAPDELAINE
In [Cha07b] , we gave some theoretical evidence for the algebraicity of . Roughly speaking we showed that the norm of down to a cyclotomic field is a product of normalized Gauss sums (see Theorem 6.1 of [Cha07b] ). The norm here is taken analytically using the Shimura reciprocity law described above. Thus, this norm makes sense even though we do not know the algebraicity of . In this paper we wish to give numerical evidence for the algebraicity of . We use an approach which is very similar to the one developed in [Das07a] . The computations were carried out on a computer at the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics. Our code was written in Magma. Some of the results of this paper can be found in a somewhat different form in the author's Ph.D. thesis [Cha] . Finally, the author would like to acknowledge the efforts of the anonymous referee whose suggestions greatly improved the quality of the presentation.
Definition of the Eisenstein series and the -adic invariant
We now describe the construction of our -adic invariant. Let ( , 0 , ) be a triple of strictly positive integers which are pairwise coprime and where is a prime number. Let be a real quadratic number field with the ring of algebraic integers . We assume that the prime number is inert in and that there exists an ideal such that / ≃ ℤ/ 0 ℤ, the so-called "Heegner hypothesis".
Definition 2.1. We define ( 0 , ) to be the free abelian group generated by the symbols of {[ 0 , ] : 0 < 0 | 0 , ∈ ℤ/ ℤ}. A typical element ∈ ( 0 , ) will be denoted by
We have a natural action of (ℤ/ ℤ) × on ( 0 , ) given by ★ [ 0 , ] := [ 0 , ] where ∈ (ℤ/ ℤ) × and we extend this action ℤ-linearly to all of ( 0 , ). We will use the shorthand notation := ★ . An element ∈ ( 0 , ) satisfying (1) and (2) and (3) will be called a good divisor for the triple ( 0 , , ).
We want to associate Eisenstein series to any good divisor ∈ ( 0 , ). Let , where ( ) is the -th Bernoulli polynomial and 0 ≤ { } < 1 is the fractional part of . When ≥ 3 the convergence of the right-hand side of (2.1) is absolute and therefore ( , ) is a modular form of weight for the modular group Γ 1 ( ). When = 2 the convergence is not absolute. Nevertheless, the corresponding -expansion of (2.1) still converges and therefore we take it as the definition of 2 ( , ). In the case where ∕ ≡ 0 (mod ) and = 2, one can show that ( , ) satisfies the correct transformation formula and therefore corresponds to a holomorphic modular form of weight 2 for the modular group Γ 1 ( ).
Next we want to associate Eisenstein series to a good divisor ∈ ( 0 , ). , ) (2.2) are rational numbers for 1 , 2 ∈ Γ 0 ( 0 ){∞} and 0 ≤ < . For explicit formulas of these periods given in terms of Dedekind sums see Proposition 11.1 of [Cha] .
We need to introduce some background about -adic integration. Let := (ℤ × ℤ )∖( ℤ × ℤ ).
Definition 2.3. Let be an abelian group. An -valued distribution on is a map
: {Compact open sets of } → which is finitely additive, i.e., for any disjoint union ∪
=1
of compact open sets of we have
A distribution is said to be a measure if can be chosen to be a bounded subgroup of ℚ . Proof. See Section 3 of [Cha07a] . □ Now we introduce certain notions in order to give a precise definition of our -adic invariant. Let ℋ = ℙ 1 (ℂ )∖ℙ 1 (ℚ ) be the so-called -adic upper halfplane endowed with its structure of rigid analytic space. Let = 0 ∪ 1 be the Bruhat-Tits tree for 2 (ℚ ) where 0 corresponds to its set of vertices and 1 corresponds to its set of edges. We let 0 be the standard vertex of which corresponds to the homothety class of ℤ ⊕ ℤ . Finally, we let : ℋ → be the reduction map. Definition 2.4. A point ∈ ℋ is said to be reduced if ( ) = 0 . This is equivalent to saying that | − | ≥ 1 for = 0, 1, . . . , − 1 and | | ≤ 1 where | | stands for the -adic valuation on ℂ normalized in a such a way that | | = 1 .
For a short introduction to the objects defined in the previous paragraph see Chapter 5 of [Dar04] .
Let be the completion of at the prime . Note that ℋ ∩ ∕ = ∅. For certain pairs ( , ) ∈ ℤ/ ℤ × (ℋ ∩ ) we want to associate a -adic invariant ( , ) ∈ × . Let us fix an embedding ⊆ ℝ. For every ∈ − ℚ we define the order as (Λ ) where Λ is the lattice ℤ + ℤ. For an element ∈ ∖ℚ we define ( , ) := 2 + + 2 to be the unique normalized binary quadratic form such that 2 + + = 0, ( , , ) = 1 and > 0. We define the set
where for a ℤ-module ,
means that Λ ( ) = where , are integral ( ) -ideals which are coprime to . This is equivalent to saying that ( , ) = 1 where is the leading coefficient of ( , ) = 2 + + 2 .
We are now ready to define our -adic invariant.
where is reduced. We define the -adic invariant
where is an oriented generator of the stabilizer of under the action of Γ 1 , i.e., is chosen in such a way that it generates the quotient Γ 1 ( )/⟨±1⟩ ≃ ℤ and (
with > 1. For any pair of cusps 1 , 2 ∈ Γ 0 ( 0 ){∞}, the quantity { 1 → 2 } is defined by the integral
where the complex line integral on the right-hand side is taken along the unique geodesic in the complex upper half-plane ℋ connecting the cusps 1 and 2 .
It is explained in Section 2 of [Cha07a] that the rational number { 1 → 2 } is in fact always an integer. Some explanations about the multiplicative integral appearing in (2.3) are in order. This -adic integral is defined by (2.5)
where is a cover of by disjoint compact open sets, ( , ) is an arbitrary point of ∈ , and the -adic limit is taken over increasingly fine covers . The product in (2.5) makes sense since the measures˜{ 1 → 2 } are ℤ-valued and not only ℤ -valued.
2.1. Statement of the conjectures. We conjecture that the element ( , ) lies in the narrow ray class field of conductor which we denote by ( ∞). More precisely:
Conjecture 2.1. Let := ( ∞) ( /℘) where ℘ = and is a prime ideal of ( ∞) above ℘. Then the element ( , ) ∈ × is a "strong -unit" in , i.e., an element of
The appellation -adic invariant for the quantity ( , ) is appropriate in light of the following theorem.
where and ′ are reduced. Furthermore, assume that
where
Proof. See Theorem 1.2 of [Cha07a] . □ It is a natural question to ask if (2.6) remains valid without working modulo 2 −1 . The author did not attempt to prove it but numerical examples suggest that this refinement is true. Now we would like to state a conjectural "Shimura reciprocity law"which describes the action of ( / ) on the -adic invariant ( , ). We need to set up some definitions. Define the set ℳ ( 0 , , ) to be 
Proof. See Proposition 4.1 of [Cha07a] . □ Using Proposition 2.1 one may define an action of
In order to do so, we first need to recall a reciprocity isomorphism given by Class field theory in our context. Let = . We let ( ) be the monoid of integral ideals coprime to . Let , ∈ ( ). We say that ∼ if and only if there exists an element ∈ 1+ −1 , ≫ 0 (totally positive), such that = . Also, let
It is easy to see that for , ∈ ( ), ∼ if and only if there exists a ∈ ( ∞) such that = . We can thus think of ( )/ ∼ as ( )/ ( ∞). Class field theory gives us a reciprocity isomorphism
We define an action of
We can now state a refinement of Conjecture 2.1
Moreover, we have a Shimura reciprocity law: for ∈ / , The goal of this article is the numerical verification of Conjecture 2.2 in many cases.
Dedekind sums and distributions
In this section, we first recall certain facts about Bernoulli polynomials. We then introduce certain Dedekind sums and distributions that play a key role for the explicit computation of ( , ).
Definition 3.1. We define the -th Bernoulli polynomial ( ) (for ≥ 1) by the identity
The -th Bernoulli number is defined as := (0). A direct computation using (3.1) shows that
For ≥ 2, we also define the -th "periodic Bernoulli polynomial" as
where { } = − [ ] is the fractional part of . For = 1, we definẽ
where ℤ ( ) is the characteristic function of the set ℤ,˜1( ) being the famous sawtooth function.
Using (3.1), one can deduce the useful formula (1 − ) = (−1) ( ). From this, one sees that˜(− ) = (−1)˜( ).
We can now introduce the Dedekind sums that will play a crucial role for the computation of our -adic invariant.
Definition 3.2. Let and 0 < be two integers which are not necessarily coprime and assume that | . Let , ≥ 1 be integers and choose a residue class ∈ ℤ/ ℤ. We define the Dedekind sum
where˜is the -th periodic Bernoulli polynomial.
Let ≥ 1 be a positive integer divisible by 0 but not by and let
) be a good divisor with respect to the data ( 0 , , ). For each integer ≥ 1 and ∈ ℤ/ ℤ we define a distribution ℱ , on by the rule
where is any integer.
We have a natural action of (ℤ/ ℤ) × on the distributions ℱ , given by ★ℱ , = ℱ , . Note that for any compact open set ⊆ we have
For ∈ we let denote the projection of on ℤ . 
Proof. See Proposition 3.1 of [Das07a] . □
Explicit formulas
In this section we record various explicit formulas which are used for the computation of ( , ).
Let us start by giving an explicit formula for the measures˜{∞ → } when evaluated on the compact open sets of the form ( + ℤ ) × ( + ℤ ) for , ∈ ℤ and ( , , ) = 1.
Proof. See the proof of Propostion 3.2 in [Das07b] or that of Proposition 14.1 in [Cha] . □
We now record explicit formulas for the moments of the measures˜{∞ → } appearing in Theorem 2.1. These formulas are crucial for the explicit computation of the -adic invariant ( , ) appearing in (2.3). 
Proof. See Proposition 11.5 in [Cha] . □ 
Proof. Use the fact that dlog ( ) = 2˜2( , ) in Proposition 5.4 of [Cha] . □ 
Proof. See Proposition 11.6 in [Cha] . □
Method to compute ( , )
Conjecture 2.1 asserts the existence of strong -units in abelian extensions of real quadratic number fields. In order to make sure that such units exist, one needs to impose a number of conditions on the real quadratic field . To fix the ideas, let us assume that = 3, 0 = 4 and that
be a real quadratic field where = ( ). In order to facilitate the existence of nontrivial strong -units in (3∞) one requires the following:
(1) ( , 3) = 1 (3 is unramified in ).
(2) ≡ 1 (mod 8) (2 is split in ). (3) A discriminant > 0 satisfying these four conditions will be called admissible. A congruence modulo 3 shows that there exists no unit ∈ (3) × such that N( ) = −1. Therefore, the fourth condition is always satisfied and can thus be dropped. Using class field theory, one deduces that
where 3 = 2 /3 . From (5.1), it follows that (3∞) = ( √ −3) when the narrow ray class group of conductor 3 has order 2. Conjecture 2.1 predicts that the strong -units arising from our construction lie in (3∞) ⟨ ( /℘)⟩ . Since we would like our strong -units to be primitive elements of (3∞) over , we will impose the additional condition that ( /℘) = 1. This is equivalent by class field theory to the congruence ≡ 1 (mod 3). Note that the last condition is a necessary condition for the strong -units to be primitive, but it is in general not sufficient as the tables show. The author does not know of a condition which is sufficient.
Let us fix an embedding ⊆ ℝ. We define (3) to be the group of fractional ideals of coprime to 3 and we let ,1 (3∞) be the group of principal fractional ideals of which can be generated by a totally positive element congruent to 1 modulo 3. We also define ,1 (3) to be the group of principal fractional ideals of which can be generated by an element congruent to 1 modulo 3. Let = [ we readily see that Λ is equivalent to modulo ,1 (3), where Λ = ℤ + ℤ. Note that Λ is equivalent to modulo ,1 (3∞) precisely when
We require two more conditions on the choice of , namely that | − | = 1 for 0 ≤ ≤ − 1 (i.e., is reduced) and also that − > 0 ( is oriented) where is the nontrivial automorphism of . Let > 1 be such that (3∞) × = ℤ . Let be the matrix corresponding to the action of on Λ with respect to the ordered basis { , 1}:
(
If we write = ( ) , then one can verify that ≡ 0 (mod 12) and ≡ 1 (mod 3). For this ideal class we associate the following -adic invariant
(5.6)
Note that the pair ( , ) (for reduced) which is associated to the ideal class is only well defined modulo the action ofΓ 0 ∩ 2 (ℤ) and therefore, in light of Theorem 2.2, the invariant ( ) is only well defined modulo 2 −1 even though the quantity ( , ) is a well defined element of × . Assuming Conjecture 2.1 we may deduce that the polynomial
. Let ∞ be a complex conjugation of ( ∞)/ (a complex conjugation of ( ∞) is not necessarily unique); then Conjecture 2.1 predicts that ( , ) ∞ = ( , ) −1 . Because of this, the polynomial ( ) is a palindromic polynomial. Because of the presence of the factor 12 in the definition of˜( , ), it turns out that very often our units ( ) are powers of other units. For this reason, for every admissible , we define a certain integer . The integer is chosen to be the largest positive integer dividing 12 for which
The factor 2 which multiplies˜( ) in (5.7) comes from the fact that = ℤ[
]. We will compute the -adic invariant ( ) = ( , ) in three steps. The completion is the unique quadratic unramified extension of ℚ . Let log : × → denote the branch of the -adic logarithm which vanishes on . Let be a primitive ( 2 − 1)-th root of unity in × and let log denote the discrete logarithm with base :
where ord ( ) log ( ) ∈ 1+ for all ∈ × . For odd we have a decomposition
given by → (ord ( ), log ( ), log ( )).
Using the assumption that is reduced we see that the computation of ( , ) boils down to the computation of the following three quantities:
Computation of ord ( ( , )
). Let be an arbitrary integer and let { 1 , . . . , } be a finite set of generators of Γ 0 ( ). Any element ∈ can be written as a reduced word = 1 2 . . .
, endowed with its natural left Γ 0 ( )-action. Then the next proposition is essential for the explicit computation of ( , ).
Proposition 5.1. The module ℳ is generated by the elements
Proof. This follows directly from (5.8). Note that if
From now on assume that the prime ≡ 1 (mod 3) is fixed. Recall that = 3 and 0 = 4. The group Γ 0 ( 0 ) = Γ 0 (12) can be generated by the following matrices:
) .
We define the period
A computation shows that ( ) satisfies the cocycle condition,
( , ) (this is true for any ). Therefore, from the explicit formula given in Proposition 4.3 for ( ), we deduce that ( ) = − ( ) for any ∈ Γ 0 ( 0 ). Now using the previous observation in (5.9), with = 3, we deduce that
large, the direct computation of the period ( ) via the explicit formula given in Proposition 4.3 tends to be long since the summation of the corresponding Dedekind sum depends linearly on . Instead we compute once and for all the four periods
. Note that trivially one has 1 ( 1 ) = 0. Now using the command "FindWord"in Magma, one can obtain an expression of the form = 1 2 . . . where the 's are elements in the set
. From (5.10) it follows that
Note that 1 ( −1 ) = − 1 ( ). We have thus succeded to compute the period 1 ( ) purely in terms of the periods { 1 ( )} 5 =2 . In particular, this method gives us a quick way of computing 1 ( ) where is the matrix appearing in (5.5).
Computation of log ( ,
Since an arbitrary ∈ ℳ can be written as a sum of elements of the form
The last equality uses the fact that the total measure of˜−1 ★ [ ] is zero and that for all compact open sets
. If − +1 = for some , then we deduce from (5.12) that
for some , then we obtain in a similar way that
We thus see that in order to compute
it is sufficient to compute
× and ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} which depend on the word representing . To compute (5.13) it is enough to take a cover of in which and are determined modulo . Therefore, it is enough to compute
(5.14)
This can be efficiently computed using the explicit formulas for the˜′{∞ → ∞}-measure of the balls ( + ℤ ) × ( + ℤ ) given in Proposition 4.1.
Computation of log ( , )
. This subsection mirrors pages 12 and 13 of [Das07a] . We included it only for the reader's convenience. By arguments analogous to those of Section 5.2 and replacing log by log we see that in order to compute
× and ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} which depend on the word representing . In order to compute (5.15) we will use the same method that was developed in [Das07a] .
The integral (5.15) can be rewritten as follows:
Suppose we want to calculate (5.16) to an accuracy of -adic digits. First observe that the first two terms of (5.16) are independent of ′ . To evaluate the first term, one finds a polynomial (
× . To construct ( ) consider the polynomial
Let ℎ ( ) denote the power series expansion of log ( )/ ( ) on the residue disc + ℤ , truncated at + [log ] terms, where [log ] denotes the integer part of . In order to compute this truncated power series one can compute the Taylor series expansions around 0 = 0 of log ( + ) = log + log (1 + ) and
up to order + [log ], multiply them and finally apply the change of variables → − . Letting
we obtain the required polynomial which has degree ( − 1) + [log ]. The first term of (5.16) may be evaluated by replacing log by ( ). Then if is a monomial of ( ) we can use Propositon 4.4 which gives an explicit formula for the integral of on ℤ × ℤ × against the measure ′ {∞ → ∞}. To compute the second term of (5.16) up to an accuracy of -adic digits it is enough to compute ∫
Taking a monomial of ( ), we see that in order to compute (5.18) it is sufficient to compute the integral ∫
Applying Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 to the right hand-side of this equality we deduce that
This completes the evaluation for the second term of (5.16).
The third term of (5.16) can be evaluated in the following way. We have a natural projection map : → ℙ 1 (ℚ ) given by ( , ) = . From Lemma 6.1 of [Cha] . Therefore, we have
We have
The integrand in (5.20) can be written as a power series in each residue disc + ℤ . Therefore, in order to calculate the integral modulo it is enough to calculate the moments (5.21) 
Let us fix a value ′ ∈ (ℤ/ ℤ) × and let us assume that ≥ 1. The expression (5.22) can be written in terms of the single-variable measures appearing in Definition 3.3:
The second equality comes from the observation that, when |ℎ,
where the middle equality of (5.23) follows from (3.6). Note that when (ℎ, ) = 1, the function → − is continuous on the ball ℎ + and therefore the integral ∫ 
where → ( ) is some continuous function on ℎ+ . From (5.24) we deduce that
as a polynomial in and using Proposition 3.1 together with (3.5), we get an approximation to ∫ ℎ+ − ℱ 1 ( ) up to a precision of -adic digits. In the case where = 0 one can assume, without loss of generality, that (ℎ, ) = 1. (Otherwise replace ℎ by ℎ + and observe that (ℎ + , ) = 1 and ℎ + = (ℎ + ) + ). We define
Note that one cannot integrate directly − against ℱ 1 on the compact open set ℎ + since the function − (for ≥ 1) is not continuous on ℎ + . Using the definition above and (5.25) one obtains an approximation to ∫ ℎ+ − ℱ 1 ( ) to -adic digits. This concludes the explicit calculation of the third term of (5.16). The fourth term of (5.16) can be evaluated in the following way. First note that
Now using the Taylor series expansion
which is valid for any ∈ ℙ 1 (ℚ )∖ℤ , we see that in order to compute (5.26) to an accuracy of -adic digits it is sufficient to compute the moments 
Let be the positive integer less than which is congruent to
) − can be expanded as a power series in − on the residue disc + ℤ . This reduces the computation of (5.28) to that of integrals of the form
) is an expression with the same shape as the left-hand side of (5.21). This concludes the explicit computation of the fourth term of (5.16).
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The algorithm
We have thus reduced the computation of
up to an accuracy of -adic digits, to the computation of the following quantities:
Part 1 of the program (independent of ).
(1) We compute exactly the set of Bernoulli numbers for 0 ≤ ≤ ( − 1) + [log ] and store these in a file. The use of this data and the explicit polynomial expression (3.2) for ( ), allow us to construct Bernoulli polynomials more efficiently since all the 's are only computed once. 
Note that the quantities appearing in (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) do not depend on and . Therefore, one only needs to compute them once. The computation of the quantities (4), (5) and (6) are the ones which contribute the most to the running time of the algorithm. We store all these quantities in various files.
Part 2 of the program (depends on ).
Let be an admissible discriminant and let = ℚ( √ ). We now want to explain how to compute the polynomials˜( ). Let = (1 + √ ) . Assume that one has a complete set of pairs {( , )} 
where is equal to 1 if Λ is equivalent to modulo ,1 (3∞) and −1 otherwise. The integer is chosen as explained in (5.7). The determination of is done empirically and we do not know how to predict it.
Complications related to the choice of the root of unity. The quantity ( , )
1/ is only well defined modulo . In order to compute the polynomial appearing in (6.1) one needs to fix a certain rule in order to specify uniquely the -adic invariant ( , )
) and log
is independent of the choice of this rule but not log
. In order to specify log ′ ( , )
1/
, where ′ is a primitive ( 2 − 1)-root of unity, we do the following:
(1) We fix a primitive ( 2 − 1)-th root of unity ∈ × .
(2) For every element ∈ × we define log to be the unique integer such that 0 ≤ ≤ 2 − 2 and
We define log ( , ) as a certain integer rather than a residue class of ℤ/( 2 − 1)ℤ. In order to say what this integer is, it is enough to interpret the expression appearing in (5.14) as an integer. According to our previous choices (1) and (2), the expression in (5.14) can be viewed as a well-defined integer. Therefore, log ( , ) corresponds to a unique integer.
Having fixed this rule, one can then define ( , )
In general, a choice of a different rule will give rise to a different polynomial. The reader may compare the tables at the end of [Cha] with the tables at the end of this paper and notice different answers for the same values of , , , 0 and . This is accounted for by the fact that we used in [Cha] a different rule than the one explained above.
Precision needed in order to recognize the coefficients of˜( ) as elements of
From our numerical computations, we observed that the number of -adic digits required in order to recognize the coefficients of˜( ), as elements of
The integer is an upper bound for the largest power of which can appear in the denominators of the coefficients of˜( ). In all the examples of the tables, this upper bound is attained.
Discussion of the results
The splitting field of the polynomial˜( ). For simplicity let us assume that ≡ 1 (mod ) so that ( ∞)
In general, one cannot hope that the splitting of˜( ) generates the full narrow ray class field of = ℚ( √ ) of conductor . Let us explain an obstruction which is inherent to our construction. Let = ( , ) be a -unit coming from our -adic construction and let us assume the truth of Conjecture 2.1. Let { : ( ) → ℂ} be the set of embeddings of ( ) into ℂ. Conjecture 2.1 asserts that is an algebraic number such that for all ,
where ∞ is the complex conjugation of ℂ. In particular, if there exists one such that ∈ ℝ, then = ±1 and therefore = ±1. Because of this observation, we will assume from now on that ( ) is a totally complex number field. From (7.1) we deduce that for all we have
In particular, the action of a complex conjugation ( ∞ −1 ) of ( ) is independent of the choice of the embedding . More precisely, it acts by −1 on the unit . It thus follows that ( ) is a CM field. Therefore, the splitting field of˜( ) lies inside the largest CM subfield of ( ∞).
In [Gro81] , Gross made the conjecture that certain -units lying in ( ∞), the so-called Gross-Stark -units, are related to the first derivative of a -adic zeta function vanishing with order one at = 0. The author thinks that the units constructed in this paper are not new since they are expected to be written in terms of Gross-Stark -units. For a partial result going in this direction see Theorem 5.2 of [Cha07b] .
The maximal CM subfield of ( ∞). Let = ℚ( √ ). For any integer > 0, let ( ) × (resp. ( ∞) × ) be the group of units (resp. totally positive units) of which are congruent to 1 modulo . The next proposition determines the maximal CM subfield of ( ∞) in the case where = 1. It turns out that in this case [ (
be the reciprocity map given by class field theory.
In other words, the prime ideals in which split completely in are precisely the prime ideals in the group
Proof. This is an easy application of class field theory. For the details see Section 17 of [Cha] . □ The previous identity is in harmony with the fact that the restriction of to the subfield ⊆ ( ∞) corresponds to the complex conjugation, and so one expects that
Symmetries of the -adic valuations of the roots of˜(
The first equality is a consequence of Conjecture 2.2 applied to ([ ]) and the second one comes from (7.4).
There are other symmetries that one can deduce from (7.3). Let be the nontrivial automorphism of . Then a direct computation shows that 3 * ( , , 0) = 3 * ( , , 0). These two phenomenona are visible in the tables.
Results
In Tables 1-5 , we summarize the computations performed using the algorithm described in Section 6 for = 3, 0 = 4 and = 2[1, 1] − 3[2, 1] + 1[4, 1] ∈ (4, 3) for the prime numbers ∈ {7, 13, 17}. In the last table, we consider the divisor ′ = 2[1, 1] − 1[2, 1] ∈ (4, 3) for the prime number = 7. The first column contains the values of admissible discriminants (in increasing order) with respect to the set of data ( , , 0 ). The second column gives the structure of the abelian group (3)/ ,1 (3∞) where = ℚ( √ ). The third column gives the largest integer |12 as defined in (5.7). The fourth and fifth columns give the -adic valuation of the various roots of the polynomials ( ) and˜( ) respectively. The sixth column gives the polynomial˜( ) and, finally, the last column gives the degree over of the largest CM field which is contained in (3∞).
Let be an admissible discriminant and let = ℚ( √ ). For every entry of the tables, one can verify that the splitting field of˜( ) generates a subfield of the maximum CM subfield of (3∞). In the next two pages we include two examples where the polynomials have a very large degree, namely 40 and 44 respectively. In order to compute these polynomials we computed -adic moments up to an accuracy of 200 -adic digits for = 7. The running time for part 1 of our algorithm was approximately 2 and a half days and the running time for part 2 of the algorithm was about 2 minutes for each of these two polynomials. We hope that these two examples will convince the reader of the efficiency of -adic methods for the construction of large noncyclotomic class fields of real quadratic number fields.
The coefficients of the two polynomials below were computed to an accuracy of 200 -adic digits where = 7. The divisor that was used is The maximal CM subfield of (3∞) has degree 40 over = ℚ( √ ). One can show that the splitting field of ( ) over generates . 
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The maximal CM subfield of (3∞) has degree 44 over = ℚ( √ ). One can show that the splitting field of ℎ( ) over generates . 
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